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Abstract. The growing prevalence and impact of e-commerce puts traditional 

brick-and-mortar stores under pressure. More and more customers prefer the 

variety of goods, easily comparable prices, and personalized recommendations 

online to conventional shopping experiences in stationary retail. A major asset 

of online stores is their potential to collect, analyze, and interpret data. The 

collection and analysis of customer behavior and transaction data to improve 

website design, the assortment, and pricing strategies  so-called ‘web

analytics’  are common practice in e-commerce for more than fifteen years

already. Advancements in technologies and the ongoing digitalization of brick-

and-mortar stores unveil the potential of Retail Analytics for conventional 

stores as well. Yet, a structured overview of diverse factors relevant for 

implementing Retail Analytics is missing. In light of this context, this article 

derives a conceptual framework harmonizing the relations between different 

technologies, collected data, analysis methods, method outputs, and application 

purposes.  

Keywords: Retail Analytics, Machine Learning, Brick-and-Mortar-Stores, 

Stationary Retail.  

1 Introduction 

Over the last decade, the rise of online retailers has started to endanger the continued 

existence of brick-and-mortar stores. Thus, ghost town city shopping centers have 

been a point of discussion [1–4]. While in 2014 the amount of goods sold via

electronic commerce (e-commerce) totaled to 1.3 billion U.S. $, it has doubled within 

four years to 2.8 billion U.S. $ in 2018. As this already decreases the share of 

traditional brick-and-mortar stores, it is projected to steadily increase to 4.8 billion 

U.S. $ in 2021 [5]. Thus, resulting in online retailers holding a total market share of 

17.5 % in 2021, which indicates an increase of 10 % within six years [6]. This 

increase in market share can be attributed to digital retailers already utilizing new 

technologies to reach customers on multiple channels. Thus, allowing them to offer 

their products and services as conveniently as possible and adopt new customer 

experiences suited for nowadays customer needs [7]. Traditional brick-and-mortar 
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stores usually operate on a single physical channel without adopting new technologies 

within their stores. 

A major asset of online stores, leveraging their dominant position, is their immense 

potential to collect, analyze, and interpret data about their businesses. The collection 

and analysis of customer behavior and transaction data to improve website design, the 

product assortment, and pricing strategies  so called ‘web analytics’  are common 

practice in e-commerce for more than fifteen years already [8]. These techniques have 

considerably contributed to the success of e-commerce. Davenport’s Harvard 

Business Review article “Competing on analytics” [9], which has been cited more 

than a thousand times, underlined the immense power of data analytics for business 

purposes and can be seen as the first seminal paper on this topic leading to the 

emergence of a whole new research area, which has significant relevance for 

stationary retail as well. Yet, most brick-and-mortar stores restrict their analyses to 

simple methods like implementing customer counters or sending test customers into 

their stores, while further customer touchpoint within the store are not investigated 

[10]. Furthermore, brick-and-mortar stores are not necessarily used to data-driven 

decision making, which would lead to better decision making. Since the domain 

knowledge as well as experts, applying their knowledge, are missing, they are in need 

for support, which could offer additional benefits to them and their customers. During 

the literature search, nearly no real holistic, structured overview over possible 

opportunities for brick-and-mortar stores to adopt new technologies or machine 

learning could be found. However, multiple sources show single implementations of 

technologies and/or machine learning in the context of brick-and-mortar stores, 

providing them with examples to improve their business. An overview over these 

applications could offer brick-and-mortar stores the first point of contact in order to 

engage with different ideas and possibilities. 

This led to the question of how brick-and-mortar stores could be supported in 

discovering and adopting new technologies as well as machine learning in order to 

offer new customer experiences as well as smart, data-driven decision making? To 

solve this question, this article aims to offer a structured overview of existing 

applications. Thus, showing brick-and-mortar stores what they can achieve by 

implementing machine learning with their currently present data as well as possible 

technologies they could introduce to improve their business. This can guide brick-

and-mortar stores on their way to discover new technologies and implement machine 

learning. Additionally, it also closes a research gap by providing a structured 

overview over the topic of applied machine learning in the context of brick-and-

mortar stores. 

The remainder is structured as follows: section 2 delineates our research design and 

section 3 presents the research background. In section 4, the Retail Analytics 

framework for brick-and-mortar stores is explained. The discussion and evaluation are 

presented in section 5 followed by limitations, implications for research and practice 

and the conclusion in section 6. 
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2 Research Method 

In order to identify all relevant publications for developing the conceptual framework, 

we followed the guidelines of [11] to conduct literature reviews of every needed 

aspect relevant for the development. Therefore, the scope of the reviews need to be 

defined. The focus during the search were research outcomes, which provide the 

necessary information as foundation for the framework, which resulted from previous 

research. The goal is to depict the central issues on the topic of applying machine 

learning to brick-and-mortar stores in order to provide an overview. Coherent with the 

goal of the literature review, the information conveyed is of conceptual nature. Thus, 

the organization is done in a conceptual manner. Besides, it is not in the interest of 

this article to espouse a certain position. As the framework is meant to help brick-and-

mortar stores discover possible new ways of improving their businesses through the 

use of technologies and the application of machine learning algorithms, it is mostly 

intended for retail practitioners. However, these retailers might not have any 

knowledge in the field of machine learning. Therefore, the audience can be described 

as general scholars, which do not have to be specialized in the fields of retail or 

machine learning but should have some kind of understanding for both areas. As only 

the most important information needed to understand the creation of the framework is 

needed, the coverage will be reduced to reflect the most central up to representative 

points of previous research [11]. Based on this scope, literature reviews have been 

carried out for all relevant areas like machine learning algorithms, Retail Analytics, 

application scenarios etc. An overview of the results is given in the remainder of this 

article. 

The process of framework creation is divided into six steps according to [12]. (1) 

The initialization is the first step of developing the framework and purposes to 

deduce the requirements for the framework. These requirements should guide the 

creation as well as keeping the finished framework accountable. (2) Followed by the 

identification of individual cases, this step is responsible for identifying individual 

application cases of machine learning in the area of brick-and-mortar stores, which 

are forming the foundation for the creation process. (3) In the next step, preparation 

of the individual cases, the gathered cases of machine learning applications in brick-

and-mortar stores are mapped to the derived classes. (4) In the fourth step, 

production of the framework, a framework is designed from the homogeneous cases 

created in the third step. This step results in a first draft of the desired framework. (5) 

The fifth step, follow-up of the framework, aims to refine the first draft of the 

framework. If a framework is split into different parts, these parts are now combined 

and linked. The results of the fifth step should be the finished framework. (6) Next, 

the evaluation takes place. The evaluation can be viewed from different perspectives. 

Firstly, the requirements gathered in step one can be used to identify if the framework 

satisfies all relevant needs. Secondly, it can be evaluated towards individual 

application cases. (7) Finally, the last step, framework maintenance, covers the 

maintenance aspect of the finished framework. Once it is finished it has to be 

maintained in order to adapt to changes or completely newly arising challenges [12]. 
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The final step is not part of the conducted work. However, the framework is designed 

in a way that it is easily adaptable and extendable. 

Two iterations of these steps have been carried out. The first iteration identified 

deductively all relevant aspects of the application of both technologies and machine 

learning in the area of brick-and-mortar stores. The second iteration is meant to slim 

down the framework and only keep the classes and connections, which are actually in 

use. Therefore, use cases have been identified based on another literature review. 

3 Theoretical Background 

3.1 Retail Analytics 

Applying machine learning algorithms to brick-and-mortar stores falls into the field of 

Retail Analytics. However, Retail Analytics, with a focus not only on e-commerce, 

i.e. demarcated from web analytics, appears to be a domain that received rather little 

attention in research yet. [13] discusses the application of data analytics mostly in the 

context of the apparel industry, with regards to the location data, marketing, and store 

operations, including labor forecasting, communication, and replenishment. Also 

focusing on replenishment, [14] presents different ways to forecast the demand of 

perishable products in order to prevent waste and out-of-stock situations. However, 

there are only few explicit definitions, explaining what Retail Analytics is. [15] 

defines Retail Analytics as “any information that allows retailers to make smarter 

decisions and manage their businesses more effectively”. Besides, [16] defines Retail 

Analytics as “the process of providing analytical data on inventory levels, supply 

chain movement, consumer demand, sales, etc. that are crucial for making marketing, 

and procurement decisions”. To the best of our knowledge, no scientific paper or 

scientific book provides an explicit definition of Retail Analytics. As both mentioned 

definitions are rather high level and imprecise, we derived our own definition of 

Retail Analytics from a definition of Business Analytics, which appears to be well 

defined. [17] defines Business Analytics as the “systematic and continuous evaluation 

of operational data […] to analyze entrepreneurial activity in a past oriented way […] 
to gain knowledge for future management and […] for future developments” [17]. We 

use the core of this definition and add the retailers’ context and the collection of data 

through Information and Communication Technology (ICT), as we want to emphasize 

the potentials, which retailers have due to the advancements in information 

technology. Consequently, we define that Retail Analytics is the collection, analysis, 

and use of operational retail data to analyze retailers’ and customers’ activities to 

make profound future oriented business decisions both with the help of ICT. 

3.2 Data Gathering Technologies 

Retail Analytics would not be possible without data to rely on and to utilize. 

Therefore, different data gathering opportunities have to be inserted into the retail 

environment. This environment can either encapsulate everything happening within 
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the store or accumulate everything happening outside of it. Therefore, the data 

gathering technologies can be split into in-store technologies, capturing events within 

the stores vicinity, and out-of-store technologies, which record events happening 

outside of stores’ parameters. Another typical difference between the two types of 

data gathering technologies, apart from the location of installation, is the type of 

deployment. Whereas in-store technologies usually require some kind of physical 

device being introduced into the store (e. g. cameras, transmitter systems, or point of 

sale (POS) systems) [e. g. 18, 19], out-of-store technologies can often be used without 

the need of additional investments into hardware components (e. g. social media, 

weather forecasts, or news) [e. g. 20]. However, both types of technologies are used 

towards the same goal: the acquisition of relevant business data. Once this data is 

available, it can be processed and analyzed in order to generate a meaningful output, 

which can then be interpreted and used to improve the relevant business processes.  

3.3 Machine Learning 

For analyzing the data, different algorithms can be used. These algorithms are utilized 

by the different applications of machine learning in the context of brick-and-mortar 

stores and have to be categorized in order to identify similarities as well as differences 

between differing use cases. Apart from the underlying data, which can occur as 

discrete or continuous values, the choice of algorithm highly depends on which task 

needs to be solved.  The often-found separation between supervised and unsupervised 

learning appeared to be a reasonable distinction [21, 22]. On the one hand, supervised 

learning aims towards accurately predicting future values based upon already known 

data. On the other hand, unsupervised learning tries to describe currently unknown 

sets of data to the user [22]. However, another approach taken is reinforcement 

learning, which optimizes actions by the expected rewards or by following established 

policies [23]. Therefore, we firstly divided the algorithms into three different 

categories: prediction, description, action optimization. Below these three categories 

and the differentiation between discrete and continuous values, fifteen classes of 

methods have been established. Firstly, artificial neural networks and deep learning 

algorithms, which are inspired by the structure of brains, are grouped together and can 

be utilized to predict values as well as structuring data [23, 24]. Solely belonging to 

the unsupervised algorithms and thus describing previously unknown data are the 

following: clustering algorithms are utilized to recognize patterns within datasets 

[25]. Outliers and other forms of irregularities can be found by using anomaly 

detection methods [26]. If associations between data points are needed, different 

association methods can provide structure to a large amount of data [27, 28]. 

Reducing the amount of variables inside the consideration set without using important 

information is achieved via dimensionality reduction [29-30]. In the area of predicting 

methods, using some sort of similarity function, instance based algorithms base their 

prediction of specific instances on data instead of relying abstractions [31]. Decision 

trees are used to predict a value of an observation. To this end, a decision tree is 

constructed in which the nodes along the way represent different criteria towards 

which the observation is evaluated while the leaves of the tree represent the matching 
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classes [32]. Bayes’ Theorem provides the probability that a certain event will occur 

based on the events that occurred before. Furthermore, Bayes assumes conditional 

independence over the provided dataset [33]. [34:137] describes the “goal of 

regression and regularization is to predict the value of one or more continuous target 

variables t given the value of a D-dimensional vector x of input variables”. In order to 

optimize the next action, reinforcement learning can be divided into three classes. 

Model based agents are given a manual, which guides it through the learning process. 

This model specifies how the agent should value different outcomes during the 

decision process [35]. Policy based agents are pointed into a pre-defined direction. 

Thus, is will converge quicker in the defined direction [36]. If no policy or model is 

given, reinforcement learning can follow a model and policy free approach. Here, the 

agent has to learn without being given a manual [36]. Other options are image or 

video recognition algorithms, which try to detect an object on photos or other images. 

Here, either pixel-based or object-based approaches can be used to classify the desired 

images [37]. Videos can be seen as an accumulation of images [38] and are therefore 

handled in a similar fashion to image recognition. If two or more approaches are 

combined together, the resulting bundle is called a prediction ensemble [39]. Here, 

different classifiers or predictors vote on the output, which can occur in a weighted or 

democratic fashion. However, prediction ensembles are not featured here, as they 

solely represent a combination of the presented models. Dividing the described 

classes of methods any further was not possible, as the related articles rarely 

mentioned the explicitly used algorithms. Overall, running machine learning 

algorithms is no end in itself. It is only a means to acquire a needed output. However, 

different algorithms yield different outputs.  

These outputs can mainly be divided into discrete and continuous. Discrete values 

offer one single indicator. These can be split into KPIs, targeting a specific business 

aspect. Clusters of customers or products. Interdependencies between different 

aspects of the business Probabilities of certain events or purchases. Shopping paths of 

customers within the store, or planograms depicting the optimal position of items 

within the shelves. The continuous outputs mainly deal with time series predictions, 

like sales or turnover predictions. 

4 Development of the Framework 

4.1 Requirements Analysis 

The first part of the framework creation process according to [40] is the establishment 

of structural and design requirements. Structural requirements (SRQ) are supposed to 

ensure that every person interacting with the model in our case the framework 

(designer, expert, user) interacts upon a common understanding. Adding to the 

structural requirements, design requirements (DRQ) define the appearance of the 

framework. They are meant to guide the developer in the organization of elements as 

well as their connections [40]. By combining both structural and design requirements, 

the resulting framework should be applicable to all important problems arising from 
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applying machine learning to brick-and-mortar stores. We raised the following 

structural and design requirements on the framework: 

SRQ 1: The framework must clearly expose those, and only those classes, which 

are relevant for the application of Retail Analytics in brick-and-mortar stores. This 

requirement ensures that we consider the full scope of relevant classes in the 

framework. At the same time, it makes sure that only the relevant classes are part of 

the framework and no further classes are included that might lead to an unnecessary 

level of complexity in the classes’ interrelations. 

SRQ 2: The framework must provide possible specification for each of the 

identified classes on a level of detail, which allows for implementation. It is not only 

important to be aware of the full scope of relevant classes, but also of possible 

specifications in the following called categories for each class. Therefore, a 

comprehensive set of categories must be delineated for each of the identified relevant 

classes to guide users seeking to implement Retail Analytics in their store and 

motivate scholars for purposeful further research efforts. 

SRQ 3: The framework must clearly describe the interrelations that exist between 

the identified classes’ possible categories in all relevant directions. Since the possible 

categories for each of the classes are dependent on the classes of other components, 

they cannot be dealt with in isolation. Therefore, the framework must consider those 

interrelations. A good example to get an idea of the importance of that requirement 

are analysis methods. They are dependent on a specific type and format of input data 

while their output restricts the space of possible conclusions for business activities. 

DRQ 1: The framework must present the relevant components for the 

implementation of Retail Analytics evident and understandable at a glance. The 

graphical appearance of the framework provides a first impression to potential users 

that can decide whether to accept or reject it. Therefore, the components must be 

presented in an easily recognizable way at first sight. Furthermore, they must be 

named in a precise way for being plainly understandable. 

DRQ 2: The framework must delineate the classes’ possible categories in a way 

that the relation between categories and classes is easily understandable. To ensure 

the understanding of the affiliation of categories and classes, the framework must 

unambiguously depict the affinity between categories and their respective 

superordinate class. 

DRQ 3: The framework must visualize the interrelations that exist between the 

identified classes’ possible categories in all relevant directions. The interrelations 

between the identified classes’ possible categories must easily be recognized. They 

can potentially be multifaceted and complex in the form of many-to-many relations, 

so that it is difficult to describe them solely textual in an easily understandable way. 

4.2 Design of the Framework  

The framework was designed within two iterations, taking different approaches 

and views. Aiming to provide a broad overview over the whole topic of the 

application of both technologies and machine learning in the area of brick-and-mortar 

stores, the first iteration took a deductive approach. Therefore, the literature review on 
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technologies, machine learning, and applications was taken to provide the different 

classes of the framework. Secondly, the next iteration took an inductive approach. 

Thus, multiple single cases of applications were gathered. These were used to fill the 

existing classes, whilst also omitting classes without any application scenarios. This 

resulted in the framework being split into five components, as shown in Figure 1. The 

first component necessary to accumulate the data are the data gathering technologies. 

These technologies produce outputs of varying kind. Next, the machine learning 

algorithms use the technology output and calculate a new measure. Lastly, this 

measure is utilized in different application scenarios. 

Figure 1. Draft of the Framework 

Therefore, the first iteration resulted in the overall structure and the different 

classes as subordinated layer of the five components (see Figure 2). The five 

components presented follow the same literature review used to create the draft of the 

framework, shown in Figure 1 (left side). However, the connections between the 

categories, as well as classes, as depicted on the right side of Figure 1, could not yet 

be established. Therefore, the second iteration was used to fill in these blanks. 
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Figure 2. First Draft of Components, Classes, and Categories of the Framework 

4.3 Results 

The second iteration started with the identification of individual cases based on a 

structured literature review [11]. The utilized search string was “stationary OR shop 

OR brick-and-mortar OR brick-and-mortar AND retail OR retailer AND machine 

learning OR analytics”. Having the resulting publications function as a basis, a 

backward and forward search was conducted. After discarding publications, which 

did not fit the concept of applied machine learning in the context of brick-and-mortar 

stores, this resulted in a total of 78 usable cases. The total of all cases cannot be 

depicted in this article; however, an extract can be found in the appendix. The extract 

describes how we have classified the different identified use cases. In the following, 

we give a rough overview how we have used the cases in order to come up with the 

final framework.  

In the case of the technology category, the first iteration provided eight different 

categories. During the review of the individual cases it quickly became apparent, that 

the authors often did not distinguish between POS and ERP systems. Therefore, these 

categories were grouped together as they also yielded similar datatypes. Furthermore, 

no cases could be found for the use of weather forecasts, news, or social media. Thus, 

they could not be featured in the final framework. The most commonly used 

technologies were transmitter systems (32), POS & ERP systems (29), and cameras 

(21). Wearables were only used in four single cases. 

The utilized technologies offered multiple different outputs. Apart from master 

data, every other output type gathered during the first iteration could also be found in 

the individual cases. Here, the most common datatypes were transaction data (32), 

and log data (17), which were usually collected by the POS & ERP systems. Next, 
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distance measures (16), image (13), and video (9) were collected. Wearable data was 

only found in two different cases, which also collected image or video data. 

The utilized machine learning algorithms offered the largest variety of different 

applications. Here, every category established within the first iteration was used at 

least once. The most commonly utilized machine learning algorithms were clustering 

(15), image processing (12), and associations (9), followed by regression and 

regularization (8). Least utilized were policy (1) and model and policy free (1) 

reinforcement learning. However, two cases of cooperative reinforcement learning 

methods were found, which was therefore introduced to the framework.  

The variety in different machine learning algorithms resulted in a large variety of 

different output types. Again, every output type established in the first iteration could 

be found at least once within the individual cases. The two most common output types 

of the algorithms were clusters and shopping paths, which were both featured 23 

times. In four instances these two outputs were featured within the same case. Next, 

interdependencies could be found in 16 cases. The least found output type were time 

predictions, which only appeared in three different cases. 

Lastly, except for product lifecycle support, the application scenarios covered all 

possibilities established within the first iteration. The application scenarios with the 

highest usage rate are: store layout (27), customer segmentation (23), demand (19) 

assortment (17) planning. Least used was staff planning with only one case found. 

In order to build the framework, the categories of varying classes have to be 

connected to one another. Therefore, single cases were put into interrelation matrices 

between every component of the framework. In total four of those matrices were 

compiled. An example between the technologies and their respective output can be 

seen in Table 1. Taking the information of all four matrices into account, the 

connections between the different categories, as exemplarily seen in Figure 1 for the 

connection between technologies and their output, can be established as well as 

quantified. With the quantified categories and edges between them, the framework 

design is finished. 
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Table 1. Interrelations between Technologies and Technology Output 

5 Discussion/Evaluation 

After designing the framework, it had to fulfill the requirements raised in section 4.1. 

Thus, the framework was evaluated towards the established requirements. 

SRQ 1 is ensured by the careful analysis of individual cases. A literature base of 

nearly eighty findings, all following the same identical structure, should ensure that 

the five components we discovered represent the relevant classes and categories for 

the implementation of Retail Analytics.  

On the framework level, theses five components are easily visible at a glance. 

Thereby, DRQ1 is also fulfilled. No further information is apparent on that level, 

which could potentially distract users from the relevant factors. The denotation of the 

framework level’s elements is clear and unambiguous and thus enables an easy 

understanding of the five relevant components. 

SRQ 2 is satisfied through the formation of specification classes. These classes 

provide information on a level of detail that enables to easily understand possible 

types of concrete categories and simply understand how the five components could be 

specified. Without the formation of classes, the amount of concrete categories would 

be overwhelming and too detailed to understand the contents of the framework 

without induction and practice.  

DRQ 2 is fulfilled by visualizing the hierarchical relation between components, 

classes and categories. In the complete framework, this relation is noticeable as the 

elements of the parent layer are always stated next to subordinate layer’s elements. 

SRQ 3 has been subject to the analysis of interrelations between the categories. It 

is ensured by the transition matrices we derived for all interrelations we could identify 

between categories of one component with categories of another component. Since 

the transitions are not only true in one direction, but also reversed, all possible 

directions are considered as well. Table 1 for example can be read from the category 

of technologies towards categories of technology output, but also from categories of 

technology output towards technologies. 

Accordingly, DRQ 3 is ensured by visualizing the interrelations between the 

specification categories of a component with the specification category of another 

component in form of nodes for categories and directed edges for interrelations. 

Although Figure 1 only depicts that for one direction, the complete framework 

considers all possible directions, i.e. when looking at the specification categories of 

technology output for example, one would not only see the incoming directed edges 

from the component of technologies, but also the outgoing edges towards the 

component of machine learning algorithms. 

Adding to the evaluation based on the requirements, a proof of concept is given, in 

order to show the applicability of the framework. [41] designed a multi-sided platform 

for brick-and-mortar stores and their customers, called smartmarket2 [42]. Here, 

Bluetooth beacons are used to establish a connection with the smartphone of potential 

customers [43]. Via their API different datatypes are described. As data gathering 
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technologies, they utilize beacons as well as a server to collect transactions and user 

data. This corresponds well to the framework parts of transmitter systems and 

enterprise resource planning systems & point of sale systems. As stated by [42:4], 

“based on the RSSI, clients can calculate their distance from the beacons”, which 

matches up with the distances measurements defined in the technology data output 

part of the framework. Further is stated that “collected data is analyzed primarily to 

provide context for customer segmentation; that is, the resulting service enables 

retailers to create promotions for a single customer or a target group defined by 

contextual factors, who then receive tailored promotions that fit their interests” [42:5]. 

Again, a match can be found within the framework. Both customer segmentation and 

individual services and promotions are part of the application purposes. One possible 

route taken through the framework would therefore be: (Beacon, ERP & POS System) 

 (Distance measurements, Transaction data, Log data)  ( )  (Shopping Paths, 

Clusters)  (Customer segmentation, Individual Services). The applied algorithms 

remain unclear while also the algorithm output is not completely defined within these 

steps. Since the algorithm part is missing it could be inferred by the framework, thus 

resulting in a complete chain. Namely, the utilized machine learning methods could 

most likely be clustering, Bayesian, or model based reinforcement learning 

algorithms. However, this would be inferred under a degree of uncertainty. 

6 Conclusion 

The established methodology was used to conduct two iterations of the framework 

creation process. The finished framework consists of five components detailing 

different aspects of technologies, data types, algorithms, and application scenarios, 

which are interconnected step by step.  

However, there are certain shortcomings users of the framework have to consider. 

First, the framework could not be evaluated in detail and was only self-evaluated 

against established requirements as well as tested with an acquired external data 

source. Furthermore, the current framework could be further extended by including 

non-scientific resources. As of yet, the framework solely relies on academic 

publications and does not include state of the art solutions provided by commercial 

parties. Moreover, the framework currently only exists in analog form. By digitizing 

the whole components as well as the interconnections between them, interaction could 

be made possible. This could provide users with an easier way of communication with 

the framework as well as making it easier to understand and visually attractive. 

The framework is meant to provide retailers, who have an interest in acquiring 

data-driven insight into their business, with a first means of information gathering. 

They should be able to use the framework to either look for application scenarios they 

are interested in and then search for the algorithms and technologies, which make this 

scenario possible. Alternatively, they can utilize the framework the other way around. 

Therefore, researching, which algorithms can be applied to the data they already have 

at their disposal and which possibilities are presently available to them. Furthermore, 
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the framework might encourage retailers, who have not yet encountered machine 

learning, to explore the topic and consider the possibility of engaging with it further. 

Appendix 

Author 

Techno-

logy 

Class 

Data 

Type 

Class 

Machine 

Learning 

Method 

Class 

Machine 

Learning 

Output 

Class 

Applica-

tion Class 

[…] […] […] […] […] […] 
Akyuz et al. 2017 [44] EPS TD E TP D 

Chen 2014 [45] TS DM, TD NN CLS SX, POSO 

Chiou-Wie & Inman 2008 [46] EPS TD R CLS A, PPP 

Cil, I. 2012 [19] EPS TD AS IN A, SL 

Cruz et al. 2018 [47] C I I, NN SPA SX, POSO 

Dawes & Nenycz-Thiel 2014 

[48] 

EPS TD AS IN A 

Dholakia et al. 2005 [49] EPS TD CL CLS D 

Epstein et al. 2016 [50] C TD, I R PR PPP, D, SP 

Frontoni et al. 2017 [51] TS LD IB P D 

Golderzahi & Pao 2018 [18] TS LD R PR CS, D 

[…] […] […] […] […] […] 

Table 2. Extract of analyzed literature. Encoded table containing the following items 

(alphabetical order): A = Assortment, AS = Association, C = Cameras, CL = Clustering, CLS = 

Clusters, CS = Customer Segmentation, D = Demand, DM = Distance Measures, E = 

Ensemble, EPS = ERP & POS Systems, I = Image, IB = Instance-based, IN = 

Interdependencies, LD = Log Data, NN = Neural Networks, P = Planogram, POSO = POS 

Optimization, PPP = Price & Promotion Planning, PR = Probabilities, R = Regression, SL = 

Store Layout, SP = Staff Planning, SPA = Shopping Paths, SX = Shopping Experience, TD = 

Transaction Data, TP = Time Predictions, TS = Transmitter Systems   
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